2.5 AMP POWER SUPPLY MODULE

0E-PSCD6242A
6, 12 OR 24VDC SELECTABLE OPERATION
BATTERY CHARGER OUTPUT
WARRANTY: 30 MONTHS

Converts low voltage 16VAC to 28VAC input (typically a plug-in transformer, not included) into 6VDC, 12VDC or 24VDC output. Battery charger output with automatic switchover to DC upon AC failure. Applications include intrusion, access control, video surveillance and other low voltage systems requiring extra power. Includes double-sided foam mounting tape and battery lead wires.

- 6, 12 OR 24VDC SELECTABLE OPERATION
- 2.5 AMP CONTINUOUS CURRENT OUTPUT
- 6 OR 12VDC OUTPUT REQUIRES 55.2 VA INPUT; 24VDC OUTPUT REQUIRES 115 VA INPUT
- SHORT CIRCUIT AND THERMAL PROTECTION
- BATTERY CHARGER OUTPUT (0.3A MAX)
- AUTOMATIC SWITCHOVER UPON AC FAILURE
- OPERATING TEMP.: -4°F to 120°F (-20°C to 49°C)
- STORAGE TEMP.: -22°F to 158°F (-10°C to 70°C)
- HUMIDITY: 0 TO 95%

PART #: 0E-PSCD6242A
UPC: 811914023333
LENGTH: 3.5"
WIDTH: 3"
HEIGHT: 2"
WEIGHT: 2.6 OUNCES
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